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Protect-All® Flooring Earns Top 50 Product Recognition from retrofit Magazine 
 

 OSCODA, MICHIGAN — Protect-All Flooring is proud to announce that updates made to their 
line of screws in early 2017 have earned Top 50 Product recognition from retrofit magazine. The fifth-
annual Top 50 Products will appear in retrofit’s special January/February 2018 issue, which celebrates 
the products that received the most reader inquiries from the magazine’s September/October 2016 
through July/August 2017 issues. 

 “We consider retrofit a source book for our readers to find innovative solutions and products for 
their own retrofit projects,” said Publisher John Riester. “The Top 50 Products special in our 
January/February issue is a great resource to our readers about the products their peers thought were 
most interesting within the pages of retrofit.” 

 After receiving customer feedback earlier this year, Protect-All’s #8 screw was upgraded to a 
self-drilling stainless steel 1 ¼-inch hex head with a hex head driver. A new #12 stainless steel screw was 
also introduced to the product line, which features a 1 ¼-inch counter sunk head with a square drive 
along with a 5/16-inch concrete drill bit, a square drive bit and lead anchor. These screw sizes join the 
#10, 2-inch stainless-steel (counter sunk head) screw with a square drive, which includes a 5/16-inch 
concrete drill bit, square drive bit and lead anchor.  

 “Protect-All Flooring strives to offer a variety of solutions for the complex needs of the 
commercial flooring industry,” said National Sales Manager Jerry Lee. “It’s an honor to know that the 
update to our line of screws not only piqued interest, but hit the mark on installer’s needs.”  

 To learn more about retrofit magazine and subscribe, visit www.retrofitmagazine.com.  

About Protect-All Flooring 

 Manufactured by Oscoda Plastics®, Inc., and certified as a “High Traction” product by the 
National Floor Safety Institute, Protect-All flooring derives its durability and slip-resistance from the 
specialized thermal fusion process that blends remnant industrial-strength vinyl together into one 
monolithic piece. Oscoda Plastics has recycled over 40 million pounds of vinyl waste into Protect-All, 
keeping it out of our nation’s landfills. In 2014, Protect-All introduced Protect-All Rapid Weld™, a 
groundbreaking installation system that significantly reduces installation labor. For more information, 
please contact Protect-All Flooring at 800-544-9538 or visit www.protect-allflooring.com. 
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